Dr Phyllis Chew
Virtues Project Facilitator
Phyllis Chew, BA (Hons.), Dip.Ed., Dip App. Ling., MA (TESL), Ph.D is a
Virtues Project facilitator. Trained as a facilitator in 1999 and again in 2013, she
has conducted training sessions for teachers, parents, and business executives. She
has seen the beneficial results of using The Virtues Project™ strategies to help
individuals become more responsible, caring, respectful, self-disciplined, and
peaceful.

Phyllis was a tenured professor at the National Institute of Education for over three
decades before her retirement in Dec 2019. She has served on ministerial
committees addressing language, education and gender issues in Singapore and is
on the advisory board of several international journals and handbook series. She
was Fulbright visiting professor in Harvard University 2010 and
Levelhume Trust Visiting professor in the United Kingdom in 2012.
She is a recipient of NIE Excellence in Teaching Award/ NIE Teacher of the Year ,
1999, 1997, 2002, 2005, 2013.

She is past president of the English Language and Literature Teachers’ Association
of Singapore, the Association of Women for Action and Research and the
University Women’s Association of Singapore.
She is also past Director of theUnited Nations Association of Singapore.
For her contribution to worthy charities and causes, she received the Distinguished
Long Service Award from the National Council of Social Services, Ministry of
Community Development, Singapore.

Phyllis’ dream is to be involved with community building. Her belief in the
oneness of humanity (hence her advocacy for diversity and inclusiveness) and the
nobility of man (that all of us want to do the right thing if given the opportunity)
underpins her interest in matters relating to unity and social cohesion of our
community, while her background in education focusses her interest in the area of
human potential and communication.
Her interest in sustainable and ethical consumption, ethical economics, interfaith
harmony, and women’s education , and her penchant to consider social purposes
beyond profit, have led her, over the years, to engage in conversations and
constructive development efforts with various agencies and institutions.
Her approach is one of empowerment, collaboration, and continual dynamic
processes of reflection, consultation, learning and action.

